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ABSTRACT
Today online social media sites function as the medium of expres-
sion for billions of users. As a result, aside from conventional social
media sites like Facebook and Twitter, platform designers intro-
ducedmany alternative social media platforms (e.g., 4chan,Whisper,
Snapchat, Mastodon) to serve specific userbases. Among these plat-
forms, anonymous social media sites like Whisper and 4chan hold
a special place for researchers. Unlike conventional social media
sites, posts on anonymous social media sites are not associated with
persistent user identities or profiles. Thus, these anonymous social
media sites can provide an extremely interesting data-driven lens
into the effects of anonymity on online user behavior. However, to
the best of our knowledge, currently there are no publicly available
datasets to facilitate research efforts on these anonymity effects.

To that end, in this paper, we aim to publicly release the first ever
large-scale dataset from Whisper, a large anonymous online social
media platform. Specifically, our dataset contains 89.8 MillionWhis-
per posts (called “whispers”) published between a 2-year period
from June 6, 2014 to June 6, 2016 (whenWhisper was quite popular).
Each of these whispers contained both post text and associated
metadata. The metadata contains information like coarse-grained
location of upload and categories of whispers. We also present pre-
liminary descriptive statistics to demonstrate a significant language
and categorical diversity in our dataset. We leverage previous work
as well as novel analysis to demonstrate that the whispers contain
personal emotions and opinions (likely facilitated by a disinhibition
complex due to anonymity). Consequently, we envision that our
dataset will facilitate novel research ranging from understanding
online aggression to detect depression within online populace.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online social media sites provide an accessible platform for billions
of Internet users to contribute content and express their opinions.
One outcome of such popularity is the enormous social-interaction
dataset generated by the users of these platforms. This wealth of
user-generated social data provides an excellent resource to study
human behavior and group dynamics in research fields like compu-
tational sociology, psychology, datamining etc. [3, 15–17]. However,
these interactions are inherently contextualized in a setting which
enable interactions via platform provided features. One big com-
ponent of such context is the social identities (i.e., the user profile
in these platforms) which plays a key contributing role towards
moderating social behavior. Studies have shown that social identi-
ties strongly influence the nature of participation and behavioral
characteristics. Specifically, existing efforts in sociology [14, 18]
point out that the existence of anonymous identities might expose
hitherto unknown behaviors in a social setting—anonymity can
increase disinhibition complex (users might be much less inhibited
and express their otherwise suppressed feeling or ideas), but also
can have no effects, or even decrease uninhibited behaviors.

Broadly, we can categorize social media sites into three types
according to supported online social identities—non-anonymous
(Facebook), pseudonymous (Twitter, Reddit) and anonymous (Whis-
per, Secret). These types of social identities can strongly influence
the content and behavioral character of these sites. In this work,
we focus on content posted by anonymous social identities. Recent
work has shown that anonymous social media have fundamen-
tally unique content and behavioral characteristics [5] compared to
pseudonymous and non-anonymous sites—Content on anonymous
social media posts have higher degree of sensitivity and distinct lin-
guistic attributes. These earlier studies further found that, in terms
of behavior, anonymous social media users post varying degrees
of sensitive posts across different categories like confessions, rela-
tionships and spontaneous meetups. Such behaviors were absent
in non-anonymous platforms. Other studies investigated additional
characteristics like privacy guarantees of anonymous social media
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sites [1, 22]. In summary, these earlier studies demonstrate a unique
and peculiar anonymity effect on social behavior and content.

Consequently, these studies point to the usefulness of these
platforms to understand both desired (e.g., whistleblowing) and un-
desired effects (e.g., posting aggressive content to hurt a particular
person of groups) of anonymity on user behavior. However, large-
scale data-driven research on the effect of anonymous identities
in a social setting is still not very widespread. To that end, in this
ongoing work, we asked a simple yet important question—How can
we facilitate research on the effects of anonymity in a social setting?
We identify one problem with such research—lack of large-scale
data. Specifically, in order to study characteristics of anonymous so-
cial communications, it would be pertinent to have access to a well
curated dataset from an anonymous social media. Such a dataset
would help accelerate research to understand how anonymous
identities impact social dynamics. However, most such datasets are
either simply not shared [1, 22] or limited to conversations from
pseudonymous [6] and other non-anonymous sites [4, 13, 21].

Thus, in this work we release a public dataset of more than 89
million posts from an anonymous social media site viz. Whisper.
The dataset was collected via continuously crawling the “latest”
section of Whisper from June 2014 to June 2016, a time frame when
Whisper claimed a soaring user base (10 million monthly active
users in 2015) [10]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
large dataset from an anonymous social media and we believe this
dataset has the potential to provide a solid ground to understand
the needs and pitfalls of anonymous communication.

In the rest of the paper, first we describe our data collection
methodology and present a detailed description of the data elements
in the collected data. Then we will present preliminary descriptive
statistics from our dataset and describe our analysis as well as
previous work demonstrated the uniqueness of this data. Finally,
we will identify potential applications of the dataset and conclude.

2 COLLECTING DATA FROM AN
ANONYMOUS SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM

We start this section by introducingWhisper—a popular anonymous
platform. Then we will describe our strategy to collect Whisper
posts over time and our approach to clean and anonymize the data.

2.1 Whisper: An anonymous online social
media platform

Our aim in this work is to create a dataset to facilitate investigation
of anonymity effects on social communications. Thus, we lever-
aged Whisper, a popular anonymous social media sharing site, as
the platform of our focus. Whisper (launched in March 2012) is a
mobile application in which users post anonymous messages called
“whispers”. The popularity of Whisper increased over time with
more than 2.5B page views by 2013, higher than even popular news
websites like CNN [7] at that time. By 2013, Whisper acquired more
than two million users and 45% of the users posted something every
day [8]; Whisper reported a jump in acquiring new users in 2015
with 10 million monthly activity users in April 2015 [10]. News
outlets identified whisper as “The place to go these days to vent,
come clean, or peer into other people’s secrets” [9]. As of 2017
75% of Whisper users belong to the age group 18-34 and they are

predominantly female [20].In this work, we focus on the formative
years of Whisper (2014 to 2016) when it was gaining considerable
popularity and acquiring a huge number of new users.

Although, Whisper users can only post messages via mobile
phones, Whisper has a read-only web interface. In contrast to posts
in traditional social media sites like Twitter, whispers do not con-
tain identifiable user information. An initial username is randomly
assigned by Whisper, but it is non-persistent i.e., users can change
their usernames at any point of time. In addition, multiple users may
choose to use the same username. Whisper users also do not have
profile pages or related information and hence, a user cannot navi-
gate whispers posted by any particular username. This anonymity
aspect of whispers and the large number of whispers shared per
day by the users, lend Whisper as a very attractive experimental
testbed to investigate anonymous social communication.

Figure 1: shows an example of a posted whisper. It has 1,485
favorites, and was posted from North Carolina, USA.

Figure 1 shows example of a whisper. Each whisper is overlaid on
an image which is randomly chosen or can be provided by the user.
A user may also provide location information with whisper at differ-
ent granularity levels. Each whisper can be “favorited” by another
whisper user. We see that this particular whisper was originated
from North Carolina, USA, favorited 1,485 times. Each whisper
also contains a timestamp. Moreover, according to news reports,
Whisper was moderated by both human and machine learning algo-
rithms [12, 22]. Given the popularity of Whisper and its suitability
as a platform to study anonymous social media behavior we decided
to collect data from Whisper.

2.2 Data collection strategy
We collected Whisper data via the read-only web interface. This
interface publicly releases the whispers. During the time of our data
collection (starting from 2014) this web interface contained a section



marked as “latest” which self-updated itself with the latest whispers
as they were posted. In order to collect Whisper data, we decided
to crawl this “latest” section continuously (no delay between two
crawls) and accumulated these publicly available whispers.

We parsed the whisper data obtained from web interface, con-
verted whispers as JSON formatted objects and stored those objects.
We ran our data collection infrastructure for around two years start-
ing from June 2014 and collected more than 89 million whispers.

2.3 Description of collected data
We stored the collected whisper objects in a flat file where each line
of the file is one JSON object (corresponds to one unique whisper).
Simply put, JSON objects are sets of key-value pairs; We decided to
store the whispers as JSON objects due to ease-of-analysis and cross-
language portability of JSON objects. In order to protect privacy of
the Whisper users (although the data was publicly available), while
creating shareable version of this dataset, we removed the unique
alphanumeric identifiers provided by Whisper (more in Section 3).

Figure 2: shows an example of a whisper JSON object.

We present a whisper JSON object from our collected dataset
in Figure 2 (this object corresponds to one line in our dataset).
We describe the keys present in whisper JSON object in Table 1
which includes the text, whisper/user assigned categories, location
metadata (places), #favorites, nickname, timestamp of the post and
post’s unique serial number (assigned by us).

Note that, the keys presented on Table 1 is aggregated from
our the whisper dataset containing 89,877,121 whispers. Thus not
all whispers contain all keys. We also further anonymized (e.g.,
only keeping region and country level location, removing potential
personally identifiable information) the data to for ethical consid-
erations. We will elaborate this point more in Section 3. We further
detect the language of whispers using a deep learning based lan-
guage detection tool [2]. Whispers show a heavy skew towards
English (possibly due to US-centric userbase).

.
We present the basic characteristics of our final whisper dataset

is Table 2. We collected more than 89 million whispers over a
two-year period when Whisper was hugely popular. We strongly
believe that both the volume and the longitudinal nature of our

JSON object
key name

Description Data
type

text Text of the whisper string
categories List of categories assigned to this whisper by the

users and/or Whisper’s internal algorithm
list

places List of specific locations included the whisper
object. Each location contains “placetype” and
“name”. “placetype” can be either country (e.g., US)
or region (e.g., US states)

list

me2 Number of favorites for the whisper integer
nickname Non-persistent anonymous username string
ts Unix timestamp in microseconds stating the up-

load time of the whisper
integer

serial Unique serial number assigned by us. Replaces
unique alpha-numeric id assigned by Whisper

integer

feeds List of additional labels for the whisper text. Very
few whispers contain this (not in Figure 2)

list

Table 1: Shows names, descriptions and data types of each
key present in whisper objects.

Time Period of data collection 06/2014 – 06/2016
#whispers 89,877,121

# whispers written in English (%) 82,460,328 (91.7%)
# whispers with location (%) 52,465,255 (58.4%)

# whispers with assigned categories (%) 68,774,276 (76.5%)
Table 2: Basic statistics of our collected whispers.

dataset will help future studies to better understand anonymity
effect on social communication over time. We request the reader to
visit the following link for obtaining instructions to download our
(anonymized) dataset of more than 89 million whispers:

https://github.com/Mainack/whisper-2014-2016-
data-HT-2020

3 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
We recognize that the collection and sharing of publicly available
data for research, although not uncommon, but can create some
ethical concerns. However, investigating user communications in
the presence of anonymity is an active research topic and this is
the first large-scale data set which can substantially help those
efforts (due to the scale, relevance and longitudinal nature of the
data). However, these data can also pose a risk to the users in case
it reveals their personally identifiable information (PII).

To that end, we took extra precautionary steps to actively mini-
mize potential risks to users by further anonymization. We removed
personally identifiable content like numeric ids assigned by Whis-
per, included images and urls to specific whisper posts. We also
removed granular locations (like towns) and kept only country/re-
gion level locations. Finally, we used a regular expression-based
approach 1 to identify potential PII like phone numbers, emails, ip
addresses, bitcoin addresses, street addresses, zip codes, po boxes
and ssn numbers in the whisper texts. Then we replaced all of those
detected strings with easily-detectable placeholders like “[[POS-
SIBLE_BTC_ADDRESSES]]” in the whisper texts. We noted that
only 0.5% whispers contained such possible PII (an upper bound

1We leveraged regular expressions mentioned in the codebase of https://github.com/
mns-llc/bitsnarf
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Figure 3: shows the number of whispers posted per month
during our data collection period.

since there might be false positives in PII detection). In summary,
we thrived to address ethical considerations while releasing the
first ever large-scale data from an anonymous social media site.

4 CHARACTERIZINGWHISPER DATASET
Nowwewill provide a brief characterization of ourWhisper dataset.
We will first check the volume of whispers posted over time and
then demonstrate the diversity of our dataset in terms of language,
most prominent categories and type of words used.

Number of whispers posted over time:We first check the num-
ber of whispers posted per month in our data collection period. We
present the result in Figure 3 as a bar plot. We received on average
3.9 million whispers per month for the first 17 months (starting
from June 2014). However, on November 2015 and December 2015,
we received disproportionately low amount of whispers (average
0.4 million whispers per month). The reason is that, possibly due
to storage issues during this period, the write times considerably
increased, which in turn decrease the number of times we crawled
“latest” section; we continued to receive similar volume of data as
earlier from January 2016 onward once we changed our storage
space. Furthermore, given our data collection start/end date did not
align with start/end of month we received low volume of tweets
on June 2014 and June 2016 (first and last month).

Language of whispers: Recall that majority (91.7%) of our whis-
pers were written in English (shown in Table 2). However, a non-
trivial number of whispers also written in non-English languages.
To that end, we leveraged the output of a language detection tool [2]
to identify five most frequent languages in our dataset. These lan-
guages and their corresponding number of whispers written in
those languages is shown in Figure 4. We found that aside from
English (82.5 million posts), whispers are also written in German
(2.4 million posts), Spanish (0.7 million posts), French (0.4 million
posts) and Indonesian (0.3 million posts). In total these five lan-
guages cover 96% whispers in our dataset. This result signifies the
linguistic spread of whispers included in our dataset (in spite of the
heavy skew towards English).
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Figure 4: shows the number of whispers posted per language
for five most frequent languages. The y-axis is in log-scale.
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Figure 5: shows the number of whispers posted per category
for ten most frequent categories.

Categories of whispers: Each whisper object is labeled with (of-
ten multiple) Whisper/user-assigned categories (see Table 1). Next,
we tried to check the ten most frequent categories assigned to
whisper text in our dataset. These categories and their correspond-
ing number of whispers is shown in Figure 5. Notably more than
15 million whispers are labeled with top two categories: “Politics”
and “Meet up”. This finding possibly hints at the fact that, users in
Whisper post about their personal opinions and activities in their
anonymous communications.

Next, we very briefly investigated the type of words included in
different categories of whispers. Specifically, we randomly sample
100,000 whisper texts from each category, removed punctuation and
stop words, and case-folded the text. Next, we create word clouds
for each category using top 200 most frequent words. In Figure 6 6
we show three word clouds corresponding to the categories “Meet
up”, “Confessions” and “Family” (results for other labels are similar).
We note that, these word clouds again hinted at more personal (and
possibly sensitive) nature of the content like needs and desires of
users. Earlier work also identifies similar patterns using LIWC and
word trees [5]. In line to our finding they also note that whispers



(a) Meet up (b) Confessions (c) Family

Figure 6: shows the word clouds created with most frequent words for three categories of whispers.

are more personal, social, informal and sensitive than tweets across
these categories. This further underlines the uniqueness of our data.

In summary, our dataset captures user activities over a long time
and shows significant diversity in terms of language, categories
and word usage. Next, we will conclude this paper by identifying
potential applications of our dataset.

5 POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Our dataset contains an extensive amount of anonymous messages,
exposing all kinds of user behavior. We hope this data might be
useful for researchers on sociology and psychology to better com-
prehend human behavior under anonymity. Next, without any
intention to be exhaustive, we describe a few potential directions
that could be explored in this line.

Aggression andOffensive posts underAnonymity: Aswemen-
tioned in Section 1, anonymity can strongly influence user behav-
ior by reducing societal boundaries in human attitudes. Existing
research show that humans might turn aggressive and violent in sit-
uations in an environment that is less constrained by social norms
and enable depersonalization of the self [19, 23]. Different systems
have different content policies and approaches to moderate online
aggression. The way in which digital platforms deal with content
exclusion and moderation is usually complex as it may conflict
with local legislation in each country, especially in terms of each
country’s parameters on freedom of expression. We hope our data
can bring the perspective of aggression amplified by anonymity to
the debate, fostering novel studies about online aggression and po-
tentially influencing design of public policy for content moderation.

Disinhibition and Expressions of Depression It is expected
that humans exhibit a higher disinhibition in communications un-
der anonymity [14, 18]. A recent study about anonymity in Quora’s
question and answer website [11] unveil a few instances of such
disinhibition, suggesting that users tend to openly express depres-
sion, anxiety, and very personal issues as they perceive they are
anonymous. This is in line with what Whisper founders reported
about their system, which even motivated them to start a sepa-
rate nonprofit entity namely “Your Voice”, dedicated for users to
openly debate depression. We hope that researchers can leverage

our dataset to uncover posts with signs of depression and other
personal issues that users only comfortable to express anonymously.

Identifying Suicidal Tendencies. Although relatively less com-
monplace, but Whisper and other anonymous social media applica-
tions might be considered suitable forums for users to anonymously
share their suicidal tendencies. In fact, there are anecdotal news
stories pointing out a few instances of such cases2. We hope our
large-scale whisper dataset will allow researchers to explore poten-
tial suicide tendencies expressed under the veil of anonymity and
even develop machine learning models able to quick identify these
kinds of messages to help the users.

6 CONCLUSION
To conclude, in this work we presented the data collection method
for creating a novel large-scale dataset of millions of posts collected
from an anonymous social media site. We demonstrate that our
dataset is temporal, large-scale and contain significant diversity.
We strongly believe that this Whisper dataset will be invaluable
to the research community and open up novel research avenues.
Specially we believe this data will be useful for future researchers
and platform designers who thrive to shed light on and leverage
the anonymity effects on user communications in a social setting.
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